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One of the core philosophies of Leaner For Life is this:

 

Your diet plan should never-EVER take away from living life & spending time
with others.
 

A lot of people get so obsessed with their weight loss goals they end up isolating

themselves, avoiding social events, and missing out on life.

The “Work Backward” Method
What I want to share with you today is something called the “Work Backward”

Method, and it's the perfect strategy for enjoying your restaurant meals without

blowing your diet in the process.
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It might give them more control, but it’s no way to live life...

Trust me – I’ve been there.

 

I used to bail on friends and turn down invites left & right — all out of fear that I

wouldn’t have total control over my food choices.

 

All that did was leave me feeling less happy and fulfilled.

 

What’s the point of getting fit if you can’t enjoy it too?
 

We all wanna be as healthy & fit as possible, but we wanna socialize & live our best

lives too. And the good news is you can absolutely-positively go out to eat and
stick to your diet.
 

It just takes a bit of strategic thinking and planning.



This is where the “work backward” part comes in...

 

Once you know how many calories you’ll be eating (roughly), you’ll want to work

out your earlier meals to fit your daily nutrition targets.
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1.) Look up the menu ahead of time.

You don’t have to choose the “healthiest” or lowest calorie option, but you don’t

want to eat like an asshole either. 

 

Get what you want… Just be reasonable 😉

2.) Find the nutrition info of your meal.
If they provide it online or on the menu, you're good to go! If not, I'd look for a

similar meal from another restaurant that does have nutrition info.

 

Now comes the super-duper important part…

3.) Adjust your OTHER meals to fit.

You probably won’t be perfect.

 

In fact, I guarantee you won't be perfect.

 

That’s okay.

 

Focus on doing your best, and if you do go over, don’t stress.

 

You can always dial things back in the next day.

Oh, one last thing…


